
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS - III

English (Theme – Nature)

1. Do ten pages of handwriting in a new two lined note-book.(same as class work note-book)
2. Do any one:

My nature walk- Take a walk in a natural setting such as park or a garden.
Look around, collect articles like leaves, pebbles, feathers. Put them in small cellophane
pouches and paste them on A4 size sheet. Record your observations and write your
experience in the form of a paragraph. (What you saw, touched, felt, smelt, tasted and
collected on A4 size sheets)

OR

Save water- Write a slogan on ‘Save Water’, then write a paragraph on ‘A day without water’.
Use A4 size sheets.

OR

Pen your Imagination- Write a paragraph on ‘Save Nature’ and draw a picture related to the
paragraph. Use A4 size sheets.

EVS (Theme- Nature)

NOTE- All homework to be done on A4 size sheets.

1. Draw / Paste beaks and claws of any 5 different birds. Write their unique features.

2. Draw any 2 conservation symbols and write ways to conserve water and soil.

3 .Paste pictures of different kinds of natural disasters.

OR

Paste pictures of different kinds of pollution.



MATHS (Theme – Nature)

1. Use your creativity and make a beautiful picture on nature by using 2D shapes using origami
sheets on A4 size sheet.

2. Collect any 5 vehicle numbers from your surroundings and arrange them in ascending and
descending orderon an a4 size sheet. Also write their number names in cut outs of
interesting shapes made from A4 size sheet eg. Flower, leaves etc.

OR

Write the age of your 5 family members and write the predecessor and successor of their age
and represent it on A4 sizesheet in the form of a family tree.

3. Make a board game using any mathematical operation.



COMPUTER
1. Make a beautiful scene on ‘Nature’ in MS Paint or Tux Paint, take a print out and paste
in your notebook.

2. Make a chart on IPO cycle of a computer with proper definitions.(A3 sheet)

ART AND CRAFT
ROLL NO 1 TO 20

Theme: Sutli Craft

Topic: Show piece craft from sutli ( Make a beautiful show piece like lamp shade, water

fall, coster etc. with the help of sutli and waste material

Material: Sutli, fevicol

ROLL NO 21 ONWARD

Theme: Sutli Craft

Topic: Create beautiful wall décor on A3 size sheet or cardboard.

Material: Cardboard, sutli, wool and waste material, fevicol, bucket cap etc.

Example-

Please search youtube for more ideas and creativity.


